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Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting
Date – 27th June 2017
Venue - The Fourcroft Hotel, Tenby
Committee members present

Guests present

Chairman - David Tudor Thomas
Vice Chairman – Trevor Hallett
Richard Wingfield
Harry Gardiner
Jacqui Wingfield
Howard Rawson-Humphries
Neil Westerman
David Glennerster
Keith Clarke
Edna Greenhaugh

1. Apologies for absence
Received from Albie Smosarski.
2. Minutes of meeting 16th May 2017
The minutes were accepted as a true record.
3. Matters arising from 16th May 2017 meeting
• (3.1) Brynhir Development – Trish Rossiter has raised the issue of protection against any further
development with Tenby Town Council
• (3.2) PAVS potential funding – HG/DTT have reviewed but no applications for funding are to be
made at the moment as no ‘ring-fenced’ projects requiring funding have currently been identified
• (3.3) Scotsborough House – c/f
• (3.4) Charities Commission – JW provided details for JW/RW. DTT has all the required personal
information required and will update entries on Charity Commission website.
• (4.1) DTT has informed TCC about issues raised by Janice G on cemetery access.
• (4.2) PLANED away-day – attended by DTT & NW. The highlight was a visit and presentation to
Saundersfoot Harbour which has already been subject to considerable, and impressive, development
with further expansion plans in progress. Michael Davies, CEO of Saundersfoot Harbour, is
managing the project and DTT is keen to arrange a meeting with him plus members of TCC and
others in order to understand the differences between the progress being demonstrated in
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•
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Saundersfoot and the lack of buy-in to making similar ‘grand designs’ in Tenby – especially in the
harbour area. DTT hopes to be able to set a date in the next month or so. It seems unlikely than any
support will be forthcoming from PLANED who seem more able to help small villages rather than
larger towns such as Tenby.
(4.4) PCNP/St Catherine’s Island meeting – has taken place. All parties are pleased with the new
approach being taken by John Loring.
(5.0) The members list has been reviewed.
(6.0) AS has contacted Mr Howells to obtain permission to carry out renovations (TCS to fund) on
the Charles Norris plaque. DTT to remove plaque and refurbish.
(7.2) JW did CC the May minutes to Dan Warder. He confirmed he was unable to attend the 27th
June meeting.
(7.4) Guide Book – AS is re-working his piece on the harbour. DTT is ready and will forward his
copy to EG/KC for review. DTT is waiting for information from Rob Scourfield on the town walls.

4. Correspondence
4.1 We have received notification that one of our members – Margery Wills – has passed away. AS
has send condolences and the members database has been updated accordingly.
4.2 Douglas Fraser has now completed the sale of his house and moved away. He will continue to act
as a friend of TCS for which the committee are very grateful.
5. Membership
See 4.1 above – no other changes.
6. Treasurers Report
NatWest current account
National Savings
TOTAL

£ 1,107.00
£ 9,133.96
£10,240.96

Allen’s View

£406.20

7. Planning
HG circulated his summary report on current planning applications and also a summary of the Tenby Local
Plan Housing Sites report.
7.1 Planning – comments are to be sent in for Sea Haze, Heywood Lane. Comments have already
been submitted on M&Co signage (which are good, especially when compared to the signs displayed by the
rugby club which have never had permission granted) and 5 other fairly minor and satisfactory applications
7.2 Housing Site Plans – HG highlighted the apparent favour being shown to Newport – in both the
number of sites highlighted as potential housing development sites and in the language used in the report to
describe the two towns. The committee highlighted the omission of the old Reeves Calendars site which, as
a brownfield site, ought to be included ahead of some of the other greenfield sites being listed. All agreed
that HG should respond to the authors of the report with these comments – all committee members are asked
to review the report and respond with comments before the deadline of 7th July (since the meeting this action
has been completed and Douglas Fraser has written a full response including all items highlighted). HG also
wishes to contact the Brynhir Action Group regarding potential loss of amenity.
8. Current Projects Update
8.1 Website – JW described the progress to date which has been good thanks to the support provided
by John Loring. Committee members are requested to review the content as soon as possible and pass
any amendments and comments to JW/DTT for inclusion. The website has 7 pages (Home – What We
Do – Publications & Downloads – Membership – Get in Touch – Blogspot – Portfolio) with most having
fixed content. DTT to review the HOME page fixed content as soon as possible. We may use one of the
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six ‘live posts’ on the HOME page as a “Tenby Today” update – containing photos and editorial on
issues affecting the town right now. We also would like more pictures – perhaps of Miss Allen and any
others available of the Geo-Caching website or other libraries. It would be good to get the website up
and running by the end of July when visitors may be researching their Tenby holiday destination on the
internet.
8.2 Allen’s View – HG continues to spend much time managing the site; defining and re-prioritising
the work programme and over-seeing the volunteers to ensure they do not unintentionally undo work
completed by others. Urgent work is needed to mend the shed roof and sort a large branch which has
dropped and is now obscuring one of the viewpoints. Good progress continues to be made however – the
old wooden handrail has been salvaged and will be used to make a tree-stump bench once a chain-saw
and operator can be found. DG to provide HG with contact details for a Penally tree-surgeon (Phil) he
can recommend.
8.3 Characterisation Study –
a) RW advised that he had sent a summary of the streetscape work to Laurence
Blackhall/Andrew Davies. This report had been received but no further information was requested
and no follow up meeting has been called so we must assume they are happy with the information as
provided. RW has some final small areas to streetscape and will then investigate the mapping tools in
more details in order to record the information electronically.
b) It is now time to define ‘Stage 2’ which needs to concentrate on the qualitative elements and a
street-by-street interpretation/representation in order to provide specific evidence to counteract the
“Newport/Saundersfoot-effect”. The committee discussed at length and decided “Approaches to
Tenby” – covering arrival by road/rail/bus/on foot – RW to draft an outline of how this could be
achieved for the next meeting.
9. AOB
9.1 Trees on South Parade – HG circulated an extract from Mike Higgins’ appraisal report. Tree
replacement must happen as the trees are within a conservation area and HG encouraged the
committee to support the recommendations made in the report – species selection, spacing etc. DTT
will write a response to counteract some of the letters being published in the Tenby Observer calling
for no replanting to be made. He will circulate this draft to all before finalising content then send to
The Observer, TCC and PCNP and also display a hard copy on the TCS noticeboard in the library.
9.2 Summer Trip 16th September 2017 – Abbey Cwm Hir. Gardens (£5) or house & gardens (£14£16) plus transport. DTT/AS/NW will organise and publicise and gauge interest amongst members
for a Highgrove trip in 2018.
9.3 William Lions – HG is providing assistance to Tenby Museum who are interested in siting a
blue plaque if the correct/suitable location can be found.
9.4 Rubbish Clearance – HG asked all to keep an eye on refuse collection as there is a general
feeling that the service is deteriorating.
10. Next Meeting
Tuesday 29th August 2017, 2pm, Fourcroft Hotel. The meeting closed at 4.15pm.
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